






Know all men by these presents : 
That, HENRY D. STOVER, of the city, county, and | 

àtnited'states 'eatent' (e9ttire. 
H E N R Y D. S T o v ER, o F NE W Y O R. K, N. Y. 

Letters Patent No. 83,671, dated November 3, 1868. 

IMPRovEMENT rNT MORTISING-AND-TENoNING MACHINE. 
---ma-we-is-we-ne-go-wm---------------rwol 

' The Schedule referred teo in these Il-Letters Patent and making part of the same. 

State of New York, have invented a méw and useful Improvement in “Machines for Mortising and Ten 
oning Wood” whereby much time and labor are saved; 
and I do hereby declare the following to be a clear 
and exact description of the same, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, and letters of refer 
ence thereon, which form a part of my specification, 
and ilu which 

Figure l, sheet li, represents a side elevation of the 
combined machine for mortising and tenoning. 

Figure 2, sheet 2, a plan, asseen in looking down 
upon Said machine. ; 

Figures 3 and 4, sheet 2, are views in detail of the 
method of working the “throw” of the mortising-tool. 

Figures 5, 6, and 7, sheet 3, are views of the same 
machine Where it is arranged for cutting gains in tim 
ber, as shown at Figure 8 of same sheet. 

Likeletters referto like parts in each of the drawings. 
A, and A represent the foundation-bed of the mal 

chine, so constructed as to support both machines in 
Such proximity to each other as that both may be 
driven from the same counter-shaft, as indicated by 
the red lines at B, fig. 1, sheet 1. 
The most prominent feature of my invention relates 

to the method of graduating the “throw” of the mor 
tising-tool, which is accomplished by means of two 
friction-disks, C and C, being operated alternately, as 
desired, by means, of the rack d d, pinion D on shaft 
E, which is moved back and forth by the lever IF, 
either by the hand or foot, said disks, by the move 
mentiSi-of said. pinion, being brought in contact with 
the perimeter of a friction-wheel, g, which has upon 
its axle a, bevel-pinion, that operates the screw hi, 
which works through the slide d, that carries the 
crank-pin mv, as bestseen at fig. 3, sheet 2. 

By operating the pinion D, which engages in the 
racks d and d, the two disks, Candi C, are broughtin 
contact with the outer or inner surfaces of the wheel 
g, which Will turn the screw hi so I rapidly that the 
crank-pin mi is driven almost instantly either to or 
from the centre, as desired, thus graduating the throw 
of the tool T, as desired. . . - 
Another promiment feature of my invention consists 

in soarranging the cutter-heads for tenoning-machines, 
l-as that they cam be moved to and from the timber to 
be worked; and also, by the introduction of a third cut 
ter, at a right angle to the other two, a double tenon 
may be formed, as shown at z, sheet 1. 

Again, I can readilly so adjust the cutter-heads, 
, either by removing one or more of them, as showm at 
fig. 7, sheet 3, as that the machine will be well adapted 
for cutting or forming “gains” or notches in timber, 
as shown at fig. 8, sheet 3. ' l 

Based upon the idea that every mortise requires a 
tenon, I have combined the machines for performing 
these two operations, on one a?ad thesamebed, thereby 

-------------------ma-a-me-wm-ex-- 

saving much space in the shop, and permitting the. - 
same operatives to attendi both malehines. 

Having premised, in a very general manner, some. 
of the leading points in this invention, I will now pro 
ceed to describe the parts in detail, whereof i . 
A and A' represent, as already Temarked, the bed 

or frame for both machines. M 
B, the driving-shaft, which communicates motion to 

both, by the direct and quarter belts, as indicated in 
fig. 1, sheet . x 

HI is the frame or bed that supports the timber to 
be mortised, and it is supported upon and is capable 
of being raised or lowered, by the two screws 8 s, to 
which motion is given by the bevel-wheels on shaft t. 
These two screws being driven by the one shaft will1 

carry the bed either upwards or downwards- in a per 
fectly parallel or level position. 
The bed HI is also capable of being moved inward 

or outwards from the machine, as desired. " 
Kis the support and guide for carrying the tool T, 

said tool being operated by a pitman, P, the lower 
end of which is connected with the crank-pin, m, in 
the sliding stock d, which is driven to or from the 
centre, as already described, for the purpose of in 
creasing or diminishing the “throw” or motion of the 
tool T. , 
Many devices have been planned for graduating the 

throw of the tool or chisel in mortising-machines, but 
I am convinced that this is the most complete and 
durable of any device as yet given to the public, and 
it is also so easily. operated, that the workmen using 
such machines prefer it to all other devices. - 
The tenoning-attachments are mounted upon the 

sliding bed L, which Works in a rebate , in the com 
bined bed-plate A and A, best shown at L, fig. 6, 
sheet 3. : * 
Upon the inner end of said bed Lu, in suitable bear 

ings, is the driving-shaft S, whieh gives motion to the 
cutters by means of belts, indicated by the red lines 
im fig. 1, sheet 1. 
The cutterheads are of the ordinary form, but 

mounted at the extremity of two arms, whose oppo 
site ends are attached around the driving-shaft S, 
thereby holding said cutters at all times, the same 
distance from the driving-publey. 
These arms are adjusted and held to any position, 

by means of the binding-screws and slotted stud, as 
shown att pp, figs... l and 7. M. 
This arrangement permits the adjustment of the 

cutters to any space desired for the various sizes of 
tenons, and, as so arranged, will-form the single tenon, 
as shown at z, sheet 1. 

But, upon the same bed Li, and upon an adiustable 
bracket at a, I have introduced another cutter-head, 
in such relation to the other two, as that, by simply 
sliding the bed L further forward, after the first two 
cutters have... dome their work, a double tenon will be 
formed, as shown at z, sheet 1. 

  



By the same machine also, when arranged as shown 
att fig. 7, sheet 3, where only one of the cutter-heads 
is retained in working-position, I am enabled to form 
“gains” or notches, as shown at fig. 8 of sheet 3. 
This is a most admirable advantage in the framing 

of heavy timbers, as in car and bridge-building, and 
from the fact that it is much easier to adjust the cut 
ters to the work, than to shift such large masses to 
and from the machines, as is now done in all other 
machines with which I am acquainted. 

I do not claim the method of cutting one or more 
tenons, by means of circular Irows, as that has been 
dome by C. P. S. Wardwell, and is shown in his pat 
enti, No. 11,625, of August 29, 1854; but 
What I do claim, and desire to secure by Letters 

Patent, is 
1. The bed-plate A and A, when so constructed 
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that the cutter-heads may be worked back and forth, 
or to and from the work, substantially as described. 

2. Warying the throw or motion of the chisel in 
mortising-machines, by means of the friction-disks C 
and C, when arranged substantially as described. 

3. The cutter-heads, attached to levers N and N, 
in combination with cutter-head ar, when constructed 
and arranged as described, for the purpose sett forth. 

4. Mounting a cutter-head upon theadjustable lever 
N, attached to the sliding bedL, sotthatgains or notches 
may be readilly formed in heavy timbers, substantially 
as described, and for the purpose sett forth. 

H. D. STOWER. 
Witnesses: 

J. BoYD ELLIOTT, 
GEORGE H. REHODES. 

  


